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Objective and content of the webinar
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Objective and context of the webinar

• Obtain understanding of the audience on the relationship between the EU Green Deal 
and the EU funding initiatives that have been announced in May 2020 to combat the 
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.

• Illustrate this relationship through 2 EU policy initiatives of relevance to the IEEE 
community:

• Evaluation and review of the Renewable Energy Directive;

• Upcoming Strategy for Energy System Integration.
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EU recovery measures: policy & funding
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C. The EU recovery measures operate in 
tandem: there is a policy angle and a 

funding angle. 

A. The policy angle is the EU Green 
Deal. We will now investigate what the

Green Deal is about, and what the
timeline of its implementation looks 

like.
B. The funding angle sits with the EU 
Budget for 2021-2027, also known as 

the Multi-annual Financial Framework. 
This we will discuss after we have 

covered the Green Deal.

START



Policy: the Green Deal with its content and 
timeline
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Green Deal: what is it about ? 

The Green Deal is an announcement made in December 2019 and it contains a proposal for an “EU Climate
law” as well as policy initiatives in multiple areas, for the entire legislature of this Commission (2019-2024). 

The Green Deal is an
announcement. 

This means it is not a Regulation or a
Directive, and is not binding. But of
course its political weight is
enormous since it has been
proposed at the very beginning of
the term by the highest official in
rank, Commission President von der
Leyen.

Policy initiatives in multiple areas
The Green Deal contains initiatives in the
areas of:
• Energy: eg Strategy for Energy 

System Integration, evaluation of 
Renewable Energy Directive

• Mobility: eg Smart & Sustainable
Mobility Strategy

• Green ICT: AI, 5G, cloud and edge 
computing and IoT to accelerate and 
maximise the impact of policies to 
deal with climate change 

• …

For the purpose of this webinar we will
focus on the Strategy for Energy System
Integration and the Renewable Energy
Directive.

EU Climate law proposal.
The Green Deal announced the EU 
Climate law:
• The Climate law is a Regulation = it

becomes binding after approval by
Parliament and Council. 

• It is the backbone of the Green Deal.
• It sets climate-neutrality by 2050 as 

a key objective
• It will update the 2030 greenhouse

gas emissions target
• It will, once adopted, require

updates of the current targets in the
entire underlying regulatory
framework on energy and climate
policies, including Renewable Energy 
Directive. 

For the entire legislature of the
Commission:

The Green Deal is the “flagship”
initiative of this Commission.
This means it will prioritize all
policy initiatives that will
support the Green Deal
objectives, including the
corresponding funding !



Green Deal: what are the next steps?

2020 2021 2022 2023 20242019

May 2020

Commissioner for 

Climate Action 

Timmermans 

reiterates: COVID 

should not delay 

Green Deal roll-out.

December 

2019

Commission 

President 

Ursula von der 

Leyen 

announces 

Green Deal

June 2021

Publication legislative 

proposal revised 

Renewable Energy 

Directive

September 2020

Expected adoption EU 

climate law + start 

evaluation Renewable 

Energy Directive

2022-2023

On-going political discussions 

between Commission, Parliament 

and Member States on 

Renewable Energy Directive and 

initiatives listed in Strategy for 

Energy System integration

Q1 2024

Start application revised 

Renewable Energy 

Directive

July 2020

Publication Strategy for Energy System 

Integration



Funding: the EU’s budget response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic
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Overview of EU’s financial response to COVID 
EU funding will be prioritized towards green investments that follow a green policy objective. EU funds will go through 3 main channels:

• To Member States: support for immediate recovery purposes: e.g. bail-out programmes for certain industries (eg German + 
French automotive industry), cushioning of impact crisis on labour markets,…

• Support industry with immediate solvency needs;

• Increase available budget of existing EU funds (eg Horizon Europe) and create new European funds with the aim of reinforcing
the recovery.

It is very important to underline that the Commission will prioritize, and even allocate in an exclusive manner, funds towards initiatives 
that align with the Green Deal objectives and the climate-neutrality principle. In other words, chances that a Member State will obtain 
EU funds to support certain business segments / production lines that are deemed polluting or too little environmentally friendly, are 
very slim. 

How will this work in practice ? 



C. The EU recovery measures operate in 
tandem: there is a policy angle and a 

funding angle. 

A. The policy angle is the EU Green 
Deal. This means that, while discussions

on the content of the Green Deal 
sector-specific initiatives are on-going
(see above), funding will need to be
prioritised towards the objectives of 

these initiatives and the Green Deal, i.e. 
climate-neutrality by 2050.

B. The funding angle sits with the EU 
Budget for 2021-2027, also known as 

the Multi-annual Financial Framework. 
Within this framework, EU leaders will
agree in Q4 2020 on how much will be
spent in total as a budget for the next 7 

years. We will now look at how the
funding is built and will be allocated. 



3 funding streams
1. Supporting Member States

• Strengthened InvestEU = Mobilising investment

to support the recovery and long-term growth,

including a new facility to promote investments in

strategic European value chains.

• EUR 15.3bn in guarantees for the 4 policy 

windows: sustainable infrastructure, R&I 

and digitalization, SMEs, social investments 

and skills

• Strategic Investment Facility = represents the

5th policy window of Invest EU. Focus on

supporting the creation and development of strong

and resilient value chains across Europe.

• EUR 15bn (guarantees)

• Solvency Support Instrument = Mobilisation of

private investments to provide solvency support to

viable companies hit by the crisis

• Part of the European Fund for Strategic

Investments

• EUR 31bn to reach overall EUR 66bn

(guarantees)

2. Supporting private investment

• Horizon Europe = aimed at strengthening the

existing R&D program to support health and

climate-related research and innovation

activities

• The increased budget will amount EUR

94.4bn

• EU4Health Programme = Investments in

health security and provide dedicated support

for health challenges ahead.

• EUR 9.4bn in grants and procurement

• RescEU = Reinforcing the Union’s civil

protection mechanism response capacity to be

better prepared and able to react in crises

• Additional EUR 2bn in grants and

procurement

3. Research & Development

• Recovery & Resilience Facility = Support for

investments & reforms to make EU economies

resilient and foster sustainable growth

• EUR 560bn (Grants) & EUR 310bn (Loans)

to Member States

• Linked to European Semester (framework

for EU to coordinate member state spending

& reforms i.e. fiscal policies)

• ReactEU = Investment in short-term crisis repair

actions (cohesion funds)

• EUR 55bn (mainly Grants) in 2020, 2021

and 2022 to Member States

• Can also be used for Green Deal

• Just Transition Mechanism = Support the labor

market transition towards climate neutrality.

Comprised of:

• Just Transition Fund = EUR 40bn (grants)

• InvestEU Just Transition Scheme = EUR

1.5bn (grants) + EUR 10bn (loans)

• Public sector loan facility = EUR 1.5bn

(grants) + EUR 10bn (loans)



Integrating the Green Deal with funding in 
EU recovery measures
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Now we are going to look at how the
funding is integrated in the policy work

and vice-versa: how will EU funds follow 
EU policy ?

B. The funding angle sits with the EU 
Budget for 2021-2027, also known as 
the Multi-annual Financial 
Framework. Within this framework, 
EU leaders will agree in Q4 2020 on 
how much will be spent in total as a 
budget for the next 7 years. 

A. The policy angle is the EU 
Green Deal. This means that, 

while discussions on the content 
of the Green Deal sector-

specific initiatives are on-going
(see above), funding will need
to be prioritised towards the
objectives of these initiatives

and the Green Deal, i.e. climate-
neutrality by 2050.



How policy supports funding

• The future budget with funding is deeply aligned with the EU long-
term objectives, especially Green Deal (and digitalization).

• The overall baseline of the 2021-2027 budget is ‘to drive the green and
digital transitions and build a fairer and more resilient economy’

• Green Deal focus areas for recovery: renovation wave; renewables,
hydrogen, clean transport & logistics; just transition…

Green Deal policy underpins the funding

Examples of possible funding under the  three pillars of the European recovery

The Green Deal and its implications for
climate, energy and transport are key
components of the EU’s recovery measures

• Recovery & Resilience Facility = Member States’
bailout programmes for critical industries, eg
automotive. EU funds can be used for VAT reliefs
(=national money) for purchasing EV.

• ReactEU + Just Transition Mechanism= focusing
on labour market: funds can be prioritized to re-
skilling projects towards green (+ digital)
applications eg robotics

Pillar 1: Supporting 
Member States

• InvestEU + Strategic Investment Facility = mostly
projects for industry. Aim is to strengthen of the
existing program to focus on EU Green Deal
priorities and those include hydrogen, (offshore)
renewables. But also funds will be channelled
towards strategic digital capacities and
capabilities, including artificial intelligence,
cybersecurity, secured communication.

• Solvency Support Instrument = less relevant in
terms of green deal as it targets companies in
difficulty due to the crisis.

Pillar 2: Supporting private 
investment

Horizon Europe = aimed at strengthening the existing
R&D program with a budget of around EUR 100bn to
focus on priority areas such as health and resilience,
but also on projects aimed at greening the economy.
We are looking at additional budget and a
prioritization of Green Deal projects. For instance
applications for calls on energy metering, eco-friendly
drivetrains, EV charging infrastructure will obtain
priority.

Pillar 3: Research and development



Prioritization of Green Deal: policy on renewables

Extracts from Green Deal Communication (December 2019) and its
annex:
• “Renewable energy sources will have an essential role” 

• Revised proposal for the Renewable Energy Directive in June
2021 -> upgrade current RES target from 32% to 45 % in 2030 ?



Green Deal in the EU funding plans: renewables 

Extract from non-official (leaked) Commission text.
The official announcement of the funding allocation
for projects in renewables can come through either
the Energy Sector Integration Strategy (July 2020) 
and / or with the revised Renewable Energy 
Directive’s proposal (June 2021). 



Prioritization of Green Deal: policy on energy system 
integration

Extracts from Green Deal Communication (December 2019) and its
annex:

• “The smart integration of renewables, energy efficiency and 
other sustainable solutions across sectors will help to achieve
decarbonisation […]” + “The Commission will present by mid-
2020 measures to help achieve smart integration.”

Extract from Commission Work Programme (May 2020):
• Strategy for smart sector integration to be launched in Q2 

2020 – correction: Q3 2020

Extract from leaked Strategy prior to 
publication (due July 2020)
Contains definitions, opportunities and 
roadmap for energy system integration. 
Please note this version is not official nor 
final. 



Green Deal in the EU funding plans: energy sector integration

Extract from leaked Strategy prior to
publication (due July 2020)
Contains also funding plans and priorities
for funding: where should the money go
to ?

Eg: “Use EU programmes to catalyse
private financing for system integration
projects (LIFE, Horizon Europe, InvestEU
Programme, Cohesion Policy, Connecting
Europe Facility, Innovation Fund,
Modernisation Fund) under the next
2021-2027 MFF.”



IEEE activities and initiatives
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EPPC Energy WG – Draft Position Statement on renewables

The statement is aimed at promoting the use of renewables:
• by profiting from the potential of each State (e.g. different solar or wind power

production potential) and by exploiting the exchange at the cross borders, by
ensuring an homogeneous transition to all the Countries, including those ones
actually lagging behind

• by supporting actions aimed at:
 relieving energy distribution stresses
 improving effectiveness of investments for both energy transmission and distribution
 supporting the adoption of electrical energy storage systems
 increasing demand flexibility
 extending industrial standardization
 smartening power electronics interfaces
 improving R&D in the field
 developing a holistic view on renewable energy technologies and systems, going from production up to

“second life” , components and materials reuse and recycle strategies.



Draft Position Statement on renewables-European context
Revised Renewable Energy Directive (2018) Green Deal (2019) and Recovery Plan (2020)



Other major work of IEEE on renewables

Many IEEE initiatives and contributions, from components to systems, from education to standards…and more!



EPPC Energy WG – Draft Position Statement on Power-to-Gas

• EU goal of climate neutrality by 2050 depends on Renewable Energy Sources (RES) 
being implemented on a massive scale

• This will require fundamental changes to the ways in which electricity is consumed, 
transported and stored

• Dealing with the inherent intermittency of RES will require more flexibility on the 
demand side, more flexibility in transmission networks, and more grid scale storage

• Power-to-Gas (PtG) is a technology with potential for grid scale storage, as well as 
being part of a new hydrogen infrastructure

• PtG can also produce methane (with lower efficiency) but allowing access to a large 
existing infrastructure based on methane



The draft recommendations of the Energy Working Group are as follows:
• Support for an EU regulatory framework that strengthens PtG as a crucial building block of smart sector 

integration within the EU’s energy system.
• Support for large scale pilot projects of PtG applications, which is crucial at this stage of technology 

development, to understand the economic and technical benefits of “scaling up” the technology. 
• Support for pilot projects that make use of existing infrastructure from the energy sector (e.g. gas pipelines, 

gas storage, gas turbines) as they present opportunities for more rapid implementation of PtG for grid scale 
storage application with reduced costs.

• Support for PtG projects that use locally available, existing sources of concentrated CO2 to generate 
hydrocarbons, since these are both technically and economically most efficient.

• Support for continued research and development of key technologies needed for PtG (electrolysers, fuel 
cells, CO2 capture, gas storage) to increase capacity and reduce costs. A key factor in choosing which PtG 
technologies to support is how well the technology can deal with an intermittent supply of energy for the 
conversion.

• Development of an EU set of “best-practices” and facilitate knowledge transfer for PtG applications.

EPPC Energy WG – Draft Position Statement on Power-to-Gas



How EPPC/Energy WG initiative fits into the current EU plans (Green Deal)
• Some industrial processes and some transport applications are difficult\impossible to de-carbonize with 

electrification. EU plans propose a hydrogen infrastructure to supply these sectors, such as steel making and heavy 
transport

• PtG is needed to generate “green” rather than “gray” or “blue” hydrogen for the new hydrogen energy sector. 
• Grid scale storage using hydrogen (or methane or ammonia made from hydrogen) can piggyback on this 

“baseload” of hydrogen production from RES to supply industry, thereby increasing the utilization of the 
electrolysis equipment and reducing the costs

• EU recognizes that economic support for  this is necessary, due to current poor economics of PtG and EU 
recognizes need for more research and development and innovation funding, fitting with recommendations in 
Position Statement.

EPPC Energy WG – Draft Position Statement on Power-to-Gas



EPPC Energy WG methodology:
• One WG member with subject matter expertise is assigned the role of main editor for the policy document
• Additional qualified committee members are assigned the role of co-editors
• A concept note that sets the scene and expectations for the policy document is prepared by the editor(s) and 

reviewed by the entire Energy WG
• A Call for Engagement is launched in order to create a wider core group of technology policy experts willing 

to contribute to the policy exercise
• All members involved submit comments and contribute substantive text to the document
• Editor(s) review and integrate into the document, to the greatest extent practicable and in a manner 

compliant with the original intent and message defined by the Energy WG, material by volunteers 
• At the end of the editorial review/process, a revised version of the policy document is sent back to all 

members involved 

• The document is submitted to the European Public Policy Committee for review and eventually approval
• The document is submitted to the Global Public Policy Committee for review and eventually approval 

EPPC Energy WG – Draft Position Statement on Power-to-Gas
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